8	THE SCIENCE OF HUMAN GEOGRAPHY
Efficiency is also greatly influenced by the stage of culture which has
been reached by any group of people." This causes them to be brought up
with certain habits as to work, sanitation, recreation, and so forth, and thus
vastly influences their efficiency. All these biological, geographical, and
cultural conditions, when taker! together, give rise to what is often called
racial character. This term, however, is misleading because it suggests
that the obvious differences in the character of Germans, Turks, Chinese,
and Hottentots, for example, are due to racial inheritance in the biological
sense. As a matter of fact, much of what we^calljracial character is due to
geographical and cultural conditions. How much is due to each of* these
three sets of "factors—biological, geographical, and cultural—is as yet by no
means clear. Hence, although we shall have much to say about the char-
acter of the people who live in various geographical environments, we shall
have little to say about race.
What man gets, put _of life is better measured by the way he supplies his
higher needs (d on page 4)THah By tHe way he supplies his material needs*
Every group of pebple~ha:$ at least some elementary form of recreation,
government, education, science, religion, and art. In one sense these things
are not geographical. Yet the direction which they^take, the resources
which support them, and" the degree"'of efficiency with which they are"
developed all depend largely on geographical surroundings. Although
the way in which these higher needs are"satisfied is the best measure of
civilization, all the other classes of human responses on page 4 also influ-
ence man's degree of progress. Civilization rises high only when all the
material needs are well satisfied; when the occupations are highly varied;
when the pursuit of both the higher and the lower needs is carried on with
\ efficiency; and when the higher needs are recognized as even more impor-
!  tant than the lower.
Man's Response to Geographic Surroundings
(a) Material Needs.   Let us study the second column of "Human
Responses" on page 4 more carefully.   Everyone must have food, but the
kinds of food vary greatly from place to place.   The man who lives on a
.' remote island in an unfrequented tropical sea is likely to live largely on
j sago, breadfruit, coconuts, and pork, the chief products of his island, for
the location is too remote to allow him to get food easily from other regions.
j I If the island is mountainous, and it is difficult to raise crops, the water
•>  around him may lead him to get most of his food from the sea. If the soil
! is rich, the climate warm and damp, the vegetation luxurious, and domestic
!\animals relatively scarce, as in the Philippines, the people may live on rice
/ jand bananas; but if the soil is gravelly, the climate dry, the vegetation
t merely short-lived grasses, and the number of cattle relatively large, we

